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Click to upload logo

We acknowledge the 
people as the traditional custodians of the lands and waters where 
our centre is located and recognise their continuing connection to 
country. We pay our respects to Elders past and present, and extend 
that respect to all Aboriginal peoples. 
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Service Context
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Statement of Philosophy

Context
Enter your site philosophy in the box below, or alternatively attach as 
an additional document via the Comment option under the Tools tab
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Quality Area 1: Educational Program and Practice

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review 
and evaluate
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Quality Area 2: Children’s Health and Safety 

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review 
and evaluate
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Quality Area 3: Physical Environment

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review 
and evaluate
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 4: Staffing Arrangements

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 5: Relationships with Children

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 7: Governance and Leadership

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community



Includes:

• Learning Improvement goals

• National Quality Framework priorities

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Preschool Quality Improvement Planning handbook explains how to do this. In addition your education director will

provide support.

• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 and have it approved by the director/principal, governing council chairperson and education director.

• Email this plan (steps 1 – 3) to your education director.

• Ensure your preschool quality improvement plan is readily available on request to parents and families, and officers of the Education Standards Board.

• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the year.

• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year.

• Your complete quality improvement plan should be reviewed and updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice contact your local education team.
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Quality Improvement Plan for 



Challenge of practice: 

Actions NQS links Timeline Resources Responsibility

Success criteria
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1Learning Improvement Plan
Goal 1:
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1Learning Improvement Plan
Goal 2:

Challenge of practice: 

Actions NQS links Timeline Resources Responsibility

Success criteria
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1Learning Improvement Plan
Goal 3:

Challenge of practice: 

Actions NQS links Timeline Resources Responsibility

Success criteria
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Priority NQS links Key steps Timeline Resources Responsibility

National Quality Framework priorities 
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Approvals

Approved by director/principal

Name

Date

Name

Date

Approved by governing council chairperson

Name

Date

Approved by education director 


	Service approval number: SE00010810
	Service Context: Port Pirie Community Kindergarten is a stand alone Department for Education Preschool located on Halliday Street, we are surrounded by council parks and a short stroll to the community garden. Our centre is easily accessible for families are we have an entrance right off the street and there is ample car parking along the street.We currently have 48 children enrolled. We are operating a .8 preschool and offer their 600 hours over 5 full days (8.45-2.45) over 5 days a fortnight. Children are predominately grouped in school groups with flexibility for families if the session days do not suit. We run a busy playgroup on Friday mornings that is staffed by kindy staff (director & ECW).
	PriorityRow1: Continue to develop our Reconcilliation Action Plan with our community. 
	NQS linksRow1: 
	TimelineRow1: To be completed by end of term 2
	ResourcesRow1: 
	ResponsibilityRow1: Emma & Community
	TimelineRow2: 
	ResourcesRow2: 
	ResponsibilityRow2: 
	PriorityRow2: 
	NQS linksRow2: 
	TimelineRow3: 
	ResourcesRow3: 
	ResponsibilityRow3: 
	TimelineRow4: 
	ResourcesRow4: 
	ResponsibilityRow4: 
	TimelineRow5: 
	ResourcesRow5: 
	ResponsibilityRow5: 
	NQS linksRow3: 
	TimelineRow6: 
	ResourcesRow6: 
	ResponsibilityRow6: 
	TimelineRow7: 
	ResourcesRow7: 
	ResponsibilityRow7: 
	TimelineRow8: 
	Upload School Logo Here: 
	Quality Area 1: Educational Program and Practice: > The EYLF guides all that we do. The practices and principles are evident in all areas of our work including interactions with children, families and educators. The outcomes guide our analysis, planning and documentation of learning 1.1.1> Children's ideas and interests drive our curriculum. We build upon learning by developing Possible Lines of Development (PLODS) and programme experiences/provocations around them. Our program is displayed for everyone to see and a photo in placed on Face Book each fortnight. 1.1.2> We consistently refer to our site philosophy statement when reflecting or making changes to our program and practice. A recent example was our take home packs for COVID-19 - we were very strong on our beliefs on how children learn and provided activities to support this. 1.1.1> Our routine is flexible and supports long periods of uninterrupted play. Our preschool starts at 8.45 where the children spend time reconnecting with peers, educators and the environment. We hold a morning meeting around 9.30 where we set the scene for the day - this is chaired by a student who sets the agenda with an educator. The children then wash hands and have their piece of fruit. Around 12 o’clock we have a lunch time group time where we incorporate relaxation, reapplying of sunscreen and wash their hands for lunch. The next get together is around 2.30 where we bring the children together to say good bye. We have made many changes over the past 3 years to this routine to benefit the changing cohorts of children. 1.1.3> Everyday the preschool teams get together to discuss moments that have caught their attention - this may be individual or groups of children. The educators discuss and analyse (working towards critically analysing in 2021) using prior knowledge, literacy and numeracy indicators and from this plan for future learning experiences. Big ideas are incorporated into a programme as a PLOD. 1.3.2> We are always looking to further develop our understanding of pedagogical documentation and using what we learn to help make learning visible. Documentation of learning takes various forms such as learning stories, facebook pasts, messenger conversations with families, snapshots, photos, voice recordings, videos etc. these are then displayed around the centre or in the child's learning journals. Parents are always invited to comment on their children’s learning and we send their learning journals home each holidays for families to engage with their children’s learning. 1.1.1> Every second Thursday the whole staff team meet for a Pedagogy themed meeting. Agenda items include reviewing the previous fortnights program and using the children’s ideas to form new PLODS, self-review of PQIP, support worker report, attendance, professional development, book review etc.> At the beginning and end of kindy sessions we have 2 staff available for parents to chat to if needed and for satff to communicate learning and pass on messages. 1.3.3> We work closely with families to build our knowledge and understanding of their children so that we can plan for their child's learning.  In term 1 & 3 we offer parent chats where we use a Dispositions for Learning tool to guide our conversations. A tool is completed by the family and educator in term 1 and we come together to discuss the ratings and once this is discuss we discuss any items or staff may have. In term 3 the educators re-look at the term 1 data and re score it. We then discuss this with families and discuss there observations and biggest area of growth for their children at kindy.> We have a closed Facebook page for kindy families only and messenger where we strive to post photos and information around their childs learning.1.3.3
	Quality Area 2: Children’s Health and Safety: > Our environment supports children's well being and comfort by providing quieter spaces for children to access when needed such as book corners, couches, cushions. We have quiet times throughout our day including eating times, relaxation is programmed for before lunch and in small group times. 2.1.1> In 2018 (reviewed annually) we developed a Sleep and Rest procedure which was developed in consultation with educators and families. All staff are aware of the procedure. 2.1.1> All staff have up to date training in Providing First Aid in the Education and Care Setting 004.>Correct  illness and injury management procedures are followed at all times and first aid records are well kept following the department policies and site specific procedures. 2.1.2>Handwashing and Leadsafe practices are incorporated into our programme and we have visits from Environmental Health Centre twice a term to promote the important Lead safe practices to the children ie. correct hand-washing practices, importance of breakfast, we provide milk and cheese on arrival to help line stomachs to help reduce lead absorption  2.1.2> Staff inspections are completed on Youcheck everyday. Termly inspections are completed by Liz (qualified) and a year inspection is completed by a GC member and staff member .In 2020 we have a site check by KIDSAFE SA and the report was tabled with staff and families, changes made and a risk management document produced.2.2.1> Physical activity is promoted in our program through long periods of uninterrupted play, our physical environment also provides opportunities for challenge and risks. 2.1.3> We are all trained in Responding to Abuse and Neglect and are aware of our obligations. We record children's attendance and follow up absences and home visit if the child has been away for a long period of times. We access Pirie Education office staff if needed. 2.2.3> In 2019 and have continued these in 2020 (with extra COVID precautions)we revisited many of our practices and made several changes including - eating times are flexible as long as they sit at the kitchen bench, we offer cheese and milk on arrival (instead of after fruit), we always have a bowl of spare fruit for children to grab an extra piece if they are hungry and swap their fruit for something else. > Risk benefits are always completed by staff (sometimes with children) for special events/excursions/experiences and displayed on notice board for consultation. 2.2.1> Children are always adequately supervised. Educators are put in teams and the teams are either inside or outside for 5 week blocks for continuity of the learning program. > We work with families to provide the necessary requiremnts for their child to have their needs met for well being and comfort including developing Health Support Agreement and Safety Risk Management plan for those children who have a medication action plan 2.1.1> Emergency evacuations and shelter in place are practised once a term in weeks 3 & 8. they are recorded in the staff diary and reviewed and documented at staff meetings. We also inform families by text and Face Book that we have practised these important procedures so they can reinforce the messages at home. 2.2.2
	Quality Area 3: Physical Environment: > The environment is accessible and developmentally appropriate for everyone including playgroup aged children. It is inclusive, promotes competence, independent exploration and learning through play.  3.1.1                                             > Our preschool cares for the environment in many ways including - we have recycling and rubbish bins both inside and outside, our food scraps go to Liz's chooks and to our compost bin at the community garden. We have timed taps in the children's handwashing basins, we do not purchase anything for our making area and we rely on community/family donations or the local park for our natural resources.                                          > Through critical reflection our environment is set up to be flexible and uncluttered to enhance learning opportunities and access for all children. 3.1.1        > The design of the building allows for lots of natural light to enter the building, we try our best not to put too much on the windows to allow the light to filter in. 3.2.1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               > Equipment is purchased/sourced to build upon existing resources to extend, expand and compliment. New equipment is purchased in consultation with educators and must provide challenge and open-endedness for the children. All of our furniture and resources are well maintained and appropriate for children.  3.2.2                                                                                         > We continue to develop our engaging outdoor learning area and continue to remove sections of the original soft fall through reflections with staff, children and families.                                                   > We have been working with Orana to help us improve our resources and environment. They have restored our home corner furniture and brought it back to life as you can no longer buy the pieces we have. We also utilise parents, grandparents to maintain our furniture and equipment. 3.1.2                                                                                                                                                                                     > Parents have been a great resource to help source loose parts and to stock our making tables and we also frequent the local thrift shops for treasures. 3.2.2                                                                                  > Our governing council are all involved in the preschool safety check annually and changes are made in accordance with the safety check. 3.1.2  > From orientation we promote nude foods-healthy lunchboxes. We do this though parent information session, Facebook post, information handed to parents, EHC visits, conversations with teachers & displays. 3.2.3
	Quality Area 4: Staffing Arrangements: > Staffing arrangements enhance children's learning and development and ensure their safety and wellbeing. The required staff to child ratios are maintained at all times. 4.1.1> Children who have been identified with special rights are additionally supported by an educator funded by the Inclusive Education Support Grant (IESP) and supported by Department for Education and community services professionals. 4.1.1> All educators work collaboratively throughout the day to challenge, support and learn from each other to improve practice and relationships. Staff teams meet at the end of the day to critically reflect on an experience that has caught their attention. Educators challenge each other with questions/comments/reflection’s to make meaning from the experience and plan the ‘what next?’ 4.1.1                                      > Performance Management systems are in place and staff use Performance Development conversations with the Director to identify areas of improvement and setting future goals linked to site priorities. 4.2.1                                                                                           > Professional standards guide practice, interactions and relationships. Self-Review is planned for throughout the year. All educators take responsibility for implementing the National Quality Standards and other legislative requirements like EYLF and these features at staff meetings where we review our practice and policies to ensure they reflect these two documents as well as the centre philosophy.4.2.2                                                                                                                                                          > We strongly value our relationships with families and make sure that at the beginning and end of the kindy session least two staff available to connect with parents. 4.1.1                                                                                                                                        > We try your best to use the same relief educators for continuity. Two of our educators have been at the site for 10 years and we all have strong community links. Emma even went here as a child :) 4.1.2   
	Quality Area 5: Relationships with Children: > Educators spend quality time with children sharing excitement, valuing children's input and respecting their thinking and theories. Educators value long periods of unstructured play time so children can grow and explore. This time allows children to connect and develop relationships with other children and educators. The outdoor learning environment is seen and valued by educators at Port Pirie Community Kindergarten as a space to develop the children's dispositions of learning such as collaboration, communication, exploration, resilience, risk taking, cooperation and persistence. 5.1.1      > Staff interactions with both children and families foster relationship through conversations, parent chats, messenger, Facebook posts, community events, playgroup. 5.1.2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     > Our philosophy underpins what we do and is a true reflection of our service. The recent changes reflected our new revamped logo making sure to include community and parents in the statement. 5.1.1   > The Code of Ethics is reflected in our daily work with not only children but families and community.  All staff are aware of this document and is displayed for everyone to refer to at any time and is included in the information packs handed to staff at the beginning of the year. 5.1.2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       >We start the year off by `Going slow' we spend time only on building relationships with the children for the first 4 weeks of kindy. 5.1.1                                                                                                                                                                                                   > Our routines throughout the day are flexible and are adjusted according to children's needs and wants and what suits the events of the day. All children are encouraged to come together for group times and children are not ready to join the group times are supported by educators. 5.1.1                                                        > This year we sent the children's Learning Journals home with the children over the summer holidays and included an `Introducing (child's name) questionnaire and over each holiday break. We also ask the families to place some pictures/drawings of their families and things they like to do together. Staff and children look through the books together to see what the family has been up to and children love sharing their books with other children.  They are also great to look at with a group of children as it gives them all a sense of home at kindy. 5.1.1 5.1.2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   > We encourage family involvement in all aspects of the preschool from governing council, community events, reading to children, cooking with children, washing roster, excursions, Facebook and messenger. 5.1.2                                                                    > We work with families to help support their child at preschool especially with self-regulation and behaviour. We do seek help from support services if needed 5.2.2             
	Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities: > Our philosophy and our parent opinion survey shows we do provide a welcoming and inclusive environment here at PPCK. We do strongly believe that families are the child's first educator and we need to work together to improve outcomes for their children. In 2019 we relooked at our branding and a new logo was deigned which included community, parent and families around the children. 6.2.2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               > Staff use many opportunities to share the learning progress of children with families  - we use parent chats in term 1 & 3, conversations, photos sent home via messenger, Facebook, Learning Journals, displays and pictures put into their child's pocket and we always ask for parent and children comments. 6.1.2                                                                                                                                                                                                                              > For many of the children/families relationships begin at playgroup. Families are encouraged to come along and familiarise themselves with educators and the kindy environment. Families are invited to attend an information session before their child starts pre-entry.  6.1.1                                                                                                                > We have various options for families to access information to support their parenting and wellbeing including  - notice boards, pamphlets, Facebook page, website, parent pockets, through conversations with families we can offer support networks, Emma has sound connection knowledge to the departments and community services. 6.1.3                                                                                                                                   > Important information from families is written in the diary and relayed to all staff along with children successes shared by family to educators and educators to families. 6.1.3                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    > All parents are invited to join Governing Council.  The meetings are very relaxed at a time that suits the current members and children are always welcome. 6.1.1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     > A parent chat is offered in term 1 and 3 where an educator, parent/child discuss the Disposition for Learning tool. From this conversation there may be an area highlighted that could be a focus.  In term 3 we review the document once again with families and discuss where the children is at and discuss the growth for the year and celebrate this. 6.1.2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      > The Pirie partnership has developed a transition timeline and we follow this which includes - conversation and visits with a staff member from the new school, we discuss extended transition visits (with the special educator). While the current children are visiting schools we offer 3 transition visits for our pre-entry. Emma was the convenor of this Partnership reference group in 2019. We try to connect with our local feeder schools and have little visits prior to the transition visits. This year we had a reception class from Risdon Park Primary School join us here for Outdoor Classroom Day 6.2.1   
	Quality Area 7: Governance and Leadership:   > Educators contribute to the welcoming environment here at PPCK.  Every parent/child is greeted as they enter the preschool and when they leave. There are always 2 staff available at both pick up/drop off to have a conversation with and to pass on messages. (COVID restrictions permitting)> All children are viewed as competent and capable learners and this is seen in our practice.  Children's ideas, theories and thinking are the basis of our program so children are co-contributors and active participants in their own learning. 7.1.1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               > A yard inspection is completed every morning and we have an educator trained in Kid Safe Playground inspections. Staff involve children in the inspection and we use an app on the ipad called youcheck which is paperless 7.1.2> All hazards and alerts from the Department are emailed to staff and all staff are aware of the new procedure to report hazards online via the Eduportal. 7.1.2> Staff meetings are all documented and have agendas to cover all of the areas.    On our admin days we all meet for 3 hours and have a Pedagogy Meeting which includes  - Reflection time, professional learning,  Self-review of Areas 1,5 & 6, PQIP review, WHS and planning time. 7.1.2> At PPCK we follow the Departments Performance and Development policy and it is recorded appropriately through our HR portal 7.2.3 > As an educator team we reviewed philosophy consistently and believe that it is still a true reflection of our service. Parent feedback at the end of 2020 confirms our belief also. 7.1.1> Risk/benefits are competed for all excursions by staff and are always put up for parent consultation and discussed at Governing Council meetings. 7.1.2> The director is the Educational Leader and together with the educators lead the programming and planning cycle for the preschool. > The self- review process is held through staff meetings, Governing Council meetings and a closure day in term 4 each year to ensure educators are on a continuous cycle of self-reflection.  7.2.1> Our philosophy is evident in all interactions with families especially our parent/child chats where we use a Disposition for Learning tool as the basis of our conversation and together we mark how often we see their child display the dispositions. We then ask the family if there is one area they feel we should focus and we work out some strategies that we think will help their child at home and at kindy. 7.1.1                                                                                                                                   
	PriorityRow3: 
	TimelineRow9: 
	ResourcesRow8: 
	ResourcesRow9: 
	ResponsibilityRow8: 
	ResponsibilityRow9: 
	KeyStepsRow1: Prioritise time at staff meetings and GC meetings to look at the different actions.
	KeyStepsRow2: Submit it and display it in the centre when completed.
	KeyStepsRow3: 
	KeyStepsRow4: 
	KeyStepsRow5: 
	KeyStepsRow6: 
	KeyStepsrow7: 
	KeyStepsRow8: 
	KeyStepsRow9: 
	Learning improvement plan goal 1: Develop speaking and listening skills (Strategy 2.2 Literacy Guidebook)
	Goal 1 Challenge of practice: Authentically documenting ALL children's speaking and listening skills
	Goal 1 Action 1: All educators to collect authentic base line data (children's language samples within play) that will inform our teaching practices around our challenge of practice. 
	Goal 1 Action 2: All educators will prioritise communication and best practice for our children through the Literacy Guide (2.2) book best practice for educators, Partnership Improvement Plan and working with the partnership speech pathologist.
	Goal 1 Action 3: To inquire into the Inquiry approach to further deepen  our understanding of Pedagogical Documentation with a focus on educator analysis and the 'So what, what next?'. Working with Jo Haynes from LID and it was an recommendation from the Term 4 LET visit. Check TEAMS notes.
	Goal 1 Action 4: Participate in Professional Development with a focus on Phonological awareness strategies including: TROLL PA, ORBIS - Preschool Literacy Strategy, DfE Music Strategy, professional reading to support the development of children speaking and listening skills
	Goal 1 NQS links 1: 1.2
	Goal 1 NQS links 2: 1.2.1
	Goal 1 NQS links 3: 1.3
	Goal 1 NQS links 4: 7.2.3
	Goal 1 Timeline 1: Term 1
	Goal 1 Timeline 2: A agenda item at our fortnightly staff meeting from week 3 term 1.
	Goal 1 Timeline 3: Week 0 and follow up visits throughout 2021
	Goal 1 Timeline 4: Ongoing throughout 2021
	Goal 1 Resources 1: 
	Goal 1 Resources 2: $2,500 to contribute to partnership speech pathologist.
	Goal 1 Resources 3: 
	Goal 1 Resources 4: $500 professional reading$2000 to pay non teaching staff to attend training$8000 Orbis training
	Goal 1 Responsibility 1: All educators
	Goal 1 Responsibility 2: Emma to leadAll educators to & contribute to discussions and implement strategies
	Goal 1 Responsibility 3: All educators will contribute to the inquiry work and end of day discussions. 
	Goal 1 Responsibility 4: All educatorsOrbis - Emma & Wendy 
	Goal 1 Success Criteria: Children's growth in the  data sets below will be evident in our documentation.1. Dispositions for learning tool - communicative2. TROLL PA site data will show growth- partnership goal3. Early Years Learning Framework - Children are effective communicators 
	Goal 2 Action 2: 
	Goal 2 Action 3: 
	Goal 2 Action 4: 
	Goal 2 Timeline 2: 
	Goal 2 Timeline 3: 
	Goal 2 Timeline 4: 
	Goal 2 Resources 2: 
	Goal 2 Resources 3: 
	Goal 2 Resources 4: 
	Goal 2 Responsibility 2: 
	Goal 2 Responsibility 3: 
	Goal 2 Responsibility 4: 
	Learning improvement plan goal 2: 
	Goal 2 Challenge of practice: 
	Goal 2 Action 1: 
	Goal 2 NQS links 1: 
	Goal 2 Timeline 1: 
	Goal 2 Resources 1: 
	Goal 2 Responsibility 1: 
	Goal 2 Success Criteria: 
	Goal 3 Action 1: 
	Goal 3 Action 2: 
	Goal 3 Action 3: 
	Goal 3 Action 4: 
	Goal 2 NQS links 2: 
	Goal 2 NQS links 3: 
	Goal 2 NQS links 4: 
	Goal 3 NQS links 1: 
	Goal 3 NQS links 2: 
	Goal 3 NQS links 3: 
	Goal 3 NQS links 4: 
	Goal 3 Timeline 1: 
	Goal 3 Timeline 2: 
	Goal 3 Timeline 3: 
	Goal 3 Timeline 4: 
	Goal 3 Resources 1: 
	Goal 3 Resources 2: 
	Goal 3 Resources 3: 
	Goal 3 Resources 4: 
	Goal 3 Responsibility 1: 
	Goal 3 Responsibility 2: 
	Goal 3 Responsibility 3: 
	Goal 3 Responsibility 4: 
	Goal 3 Success Criteria: 
	Learning improvement plan goal 3: 
	Goal 3 Challenge of practice: 
	Director Name: Emma Thompson-Wilton
	Approval date: 10/2/21
	Governing council name: Alice Thompson-Francis
	Governing council Date: 10/2/21
	Education director name: Rob Knight
	Education director date: 22/2/21
	Service name: Port Pirie Community Kindergarten
	acknowledgement: Nukunu
	Enter Year Here: 2021
	Statement of Philosophy: At Port Pirie Community Kindergarten we provide a welcoming and inclusive learning environment where educators, families and community value and recognise children as capable, competent and active participants of their own learning.Statement of principles that best support our philosophy:> The importance of play is promoted as the foundation of child-centred programs and the structure of daily routines and activities. Long uninterrupted periods for play are scheduled in our daily routine.>The children's interests, ideas, thinking inform the learning program and we use children’s voice to plan and progress children's learning experiences.> We offer a supportive and nurturing environment that allows children to take risks, make positive choices and learn through repetition in their own time. > Indoor and outdoor environments will provide opportunities to provoke interests, imagination, problem solving, connect and collaborate with others, nature and provide challenges for all children. > Dispositions for learning are important to us especially the dispositions - curious & wondering, resourceful, communicative, cooperative, purposeful & persistent and confidence. The Dispositions for Learning Tool drive our parent chats in term 1 & 3.>  Children's independence, interdependence and self-worth are highly valued and self-help skills and encouraged> Children are valued as individuals and our kindergarten environment reflects our appreciation of their diversity, family values and cultural backgrounds. We value respect and honesty by promoting an environment that is inclusive, accepting and free of culture and gender bias.> We endeavour to empower children to take responsibility of their feelings, behaviour, environment, materials and personal belongings. >We support and value parents/caregivers in their roles as primary caregivers and the child's first and foremost teacher and are continually sharing information about their child's learning and well being.> Educators are continually striving to maintain high quality learning programs for all children and contribute openly to the quality improvement processes.> We value and  celebrate the experiences, backgrounds, knowledge and skills that educators, families and the community bring and we try to incorporate these throughout our learning program.> We maintain the privacy and delicate nature of information about children, families and educators.Self Review ProcessOur philosophy is constantly referred to help make decisions at staff meetings, governing council and planning meetings. It was most recently reviewed at our Pupil Free Day on Monday 16th of November 2020. At each staff meeting we engage with and review and refine our PQIP goal, challenge of practice and actions.
	QIP Site name: Port Pirie Community Kindergarten


